Preparation and characterization of solid dispersions of dipyridamole with a carrier "copolyvidonum Plasdone S-630".
Solid dispersions (SDs) of dipyridamole (DIP) with a novel carrier copolyvidonum Plasdone S-630 (CoPVP) were developed by solvent evaporation method. The solid state of SDs of DIP with CoPVP (SDs CoPVP) was characterized by fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR), differential scanning calorimetry (DSC), X-ray diffraction (XRD) and polarizing microscopy, compared with that of SDs of DIP with polyvinylpyrrolidone Plasdone K-29/32 (SDs PVP). FT-IR analysis demonstrated the presence of intermolecular hydrogen bonding between DIP and CoPVP or PVP in SDs. DSC and XRD studies indicated that DIP presented in amorphous state in both SDs CoPVP and SDs PVP at higher weight ratios. The dissolution property of SDs CoPVP was significantly improved in comparison of pure DIP and physical mixtures with CoPVP (PM CoPVP). Both SDs CoPVP and SDs PVP powder showed the favorable flowability. However, SDs CoPVP showed better compressibility than SDs PVP. The lower hydroscopicity of SDs CoPVP could be advantageous to the stability to SDs. This study proves the potential of CoPVP as a carrier in the formulations of SDs for poorly soluble drugs.